THE POTENTIAL OF EXOSOMES FOR THE DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF DUCHENNE MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY
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Duchenne muscular dystrophy is the most common type of muscular dystrophy. There is no effective cure for this disease. Recently, researchers have started to look at the therapeutic potential of exosomes — small (40–100 nm) vesicles secreted by cells into the extracellular environment. They transport a few types of macromolecules, including microRNA and proteins, that can be analyzed to estimate the efficacy of the applied therapy. Besides, exosomes can be harnessed for delivering therapeutic components (microRNA, antisense oligonucleotides) to the target tissue. Below, we analyze the available literature and assess the feasibility of using exosomes in the diagnosis and treatment of Duchenne muscular dystrophy. We conclude that exosomes can have their place in the arsenal of researchers and clinicians once some technical issues are solved.
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ВОЗМОЖНОСТИ ПРИМЕНЕНИЯ ЭКЗОСОМ ДЛЯ ДИАГНОСТИКИ И ЛЕЧЕНИЯ МИОДИСТРОФИИ ДЮШЕННА

И. И. Галкин, Т. В. Егорова — анализ литературы, написание текста статьи.

Миодистрофия Дюшенна — наиболее часто встречающаяся форма миодистрофий. Однако эффективного лечения этого заболевания до сих пор не разработано. В настоящее время появляются работы, посвященные использованию экзосом в моделях миодистрофии Дюшенна. Экзосомы, небольшие (40–100 нм) везикулы, секретируемые клетками в межклеточное пространство, переносят некоторые макромолекулы (микроРНК, белки), анализ которых может быть использован для неинвазивной оценки успешности применяемой терапии. Кроме того, они могут обеспечивать адресную доставку активных веществ (например, микроРНК, антисмысловых олигонуклеотидов). Анализируя имеющиеся данные и оценивая возможность диагностики и терапии дистрофии Дюшенна с помощью этих везикул, мы предполагаем, что экзосомы могут занять место в арсенале исследователей и врачей, если удастся решить некоторые технические проблемы.
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Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is an X-linked recessive disorder caused by mutations in the DMD gene resulting in the deficient or dysfunctional protein known as dystrophin. The disease is characterized by progressive muscle degeneration and fibrosis. Patients lose ambulation at the age of 8 to 12 years and die in their 20s, usually from cardiac or respiratory failure. Those with partially functional dystrophin develop a milder form of the disease called Becker muscular dystrophy.

The majority of currently existing strategies for managing DMD only seek to alleviate its symptoms and include physical therapy and exercise, minor orthotic interventions aimed at preventing contracture, assisted ventilation, and glucocorticoids [1]. These treatments give the affected patients the chance to walk and move independently for longer and increase their life expectancy to 30 years. Obviously, they cannot eliminate the cause of the disease, unlike gene therapies, which can restore dystrophin expression and function. Gene therapies for DMD range from adeno-associated viral vectors (AAV) for the delivery of microdystrophin (a truncated but functional version of the protein) to the muscle [2], to exon skipping (pre-messenger RNA splicing mediated by modified oligonucleotides or CRISPR/Cas systems) [3]. Each of the listed approaches has its own limitations and downsides. AAV-based dystrophin delivery can provoke an unwanted immune response to capsid proteins. Besides, due to the small packaging capacity, the vector can only carry a shortened version of dystrophin inferior to the full-length protein in terms of its function. The efficacy of exon skipping is low. It targets a narrow range of mutations and, therefore, can be beneficial for a small subpopulation of patients [3]. Challenges associated with drug delivery to muscles are the primary hurdle affecting the efficacy of both conventional and innovative DMD treatments. This spurs the development of novel approaches. Recently, exosomes have been receiving increasing attention as promising drug delivery systems [4].

Exosomes are the smallest extracellular vesicles secreted by cells into the extracellular environment, such as blood, lymph, growth media, etc. They are usually reported to be...
muscle-associated microRNA in the course of treatment with such drugs as Eteplirsen (a phosphorodiamidate morpholino oligomer from the class of synthetic ASO used for exon skipping) [3] can provide valuable information about the efficacy of the applied therapy [10].

Exosomes for Duchenne muscular dystrophy: therapy based on native exosomes

Attempts to harness stem cells for therapeutic applications date quite far back. Stem cells tested in DMD models are cardiac progenitor (“cardiosphere-derived”) cells [11]. The clinical trials of the drug based on such cells are now in Phase II. The therapeutic effect of stem cells is linked to their ability to stimulate tissue differentiation and regeneration. Recent studies demonstrated that exosomes shed by stem cells mediate signal transfer from stem cells to the target tissue. A study conducted in mdx mice revealed that intracardiac [11] and intravenous [12] administration of exosomes derived from cardiospheres reproduced almost all beneficial effects of exosomes naturally delivered by stem cells. Interestingly, dystrophin was detected in the muscle tissue following the administration of cardiosphere-derived exosomes, but no dystrophin or its mRNA were found inside the exosomes. The analysis of RNA contained in the exosomes revealed that the latter were enriched in miR-148a. Intramuscular injections of miR-148a led to a partial restoration of dystrophin levels, suggesting a possible mechanism of action for cardiosphere-derived exosomes [11]. Similarly, exosomes originating from other sources, such as C2C12 [13, 14] and placental [15] cells, stimulated muscle regeneration, reduced fibrosis and improved the functional state of the muscle. The beneficial effect of exosomes derived from placental cells was determined by miR-1, miR-9, miR-21, miR-92, miR-31, miR-29a, miR-133, miR-133b, and miR-206, that participate in muscle tissue repair and differentiation. Three main muscle-associated microRNAs (miR-1, miR-133 and miR-206) are elevated in the blood serum of patients with DMD; interestingly, miR-206 levels are increased even in the female carriers of the defective gene [10]. Some authors point to another large group of microRNAs (miR-22, miR-30, miR-95, miR-181, miR-193b, miR-208a, miR-208b, miR-378, and miR-499) that could serve as a DMD marker; however, these data need further confirmation. Still, the dynamics of exosomal

Exosomes for Duchenne muscular dystrophy: diagnostics

The diagnosis of Duchenne/Becker muscular dystrophy is based on the results of molecular and genetic tests (PCR, MLPA, sequencing) that can accurately localize and identify the causative mutation. Muscle biopsies are performed in difficult cases to estimate the amount of dystrophin, its distribution in the muscle tissue and the overall condition of muscle fibers. Importantly, patients with DMD should be monitored throughout treatment. However, frequent biopsies are poorly tolerated by patients and provide information about a small area of the affected muscle. A 6-minute walk test is relevant for outpatients only, and its result is largely determined by the ability of a patient to concentrate and their willingness to follow the instructions. This necessitates development of minimally invasive and reliable methods for the assessment of a patient’s condition during and after therapy. The solution might be provided by a type of so-called “liquid biopsy”: the analysis of microRNA contained in exosomes isolated from a patient’s blood. So far, several microRNAs have been explored, including miR-1, miR-21, miR-29a, miR-31, miR-29, miR-133, miR-133b, and miR-206, that participate in muscle tissue repair and differentiation. Three main muscle-associated microRNAs (miR-1, miR-133 and miR-206) are elevated in the blood serum of patients with DMD; interestingly, miR-206 levels are increased even in the female carriers of the defective gene [10]. Some authors point to another large group of microRNAs (miR-22, miR-30, miR-95, miR-181, miR-193b, miR-208a, miR-208b, miR-378, and miR-499) that could serve as a DMD marker; however, these data need further confirmation. Still, the dynamics of exosomal

Exosomes for Duchenne muscular dystrophy: exosomes loaded with therapeutic agents. Targeted delivery

Although native exosomes hold promise for DMD treatment, they do not solve the key problem of dystrophin deficiency, similar to existing approaches. Using exosomes as drug delivery platforms may offer the long-awaited solution. The idea of delivering full-length dystrophin, its truncated version (microdystrophin) or the gene itself to the target tissue looks appealing. However, the full-length dystrophin molecule is 150–180 nm in size, which exceeds the maximum possible diameter of an exosome. This means that attempts to load the protein or its coding sequence onto an exosome may fail. However, exosomes can be employed for delivering low molecular weight compounds. Some of DMD treatment options rely on the use of synthetic ASO. In one of the studies, a peptide capable of binding selectively to the exosomal surface protein CD63 was conjugated to ASO. The resulting compound enabled more effective exon skipping, as compared to the unconjugated antisense nucleotide. Moreover, when bound to the M12 muscle-specific peptide, the above-mentioned peptide facilitated targeted delivery of exosomes into the muscle tissue [6]. In another study, exosomes were derived from transfected cells that expressed the chimeric protein Lamp2b (the lysosomal protein appearing also on the surface of exosomes) fused with muscle- or neuron-specific peptides. The modified exosomes
successfully delivered effector molecules (short interfering RNA) into the target cells and tissues [8].

CONCLUSIONS

In spite of extensive effort, there is no effective treatment for Duchenne muscular dystrophy. Existing therapies are symptomatic and have serious limitations. Exosomes boast low immunogenicity; in addition, their surface can be modified. Therefore, these vesicles are promising candidates for drug delivery. The analysis of a patient’s exosomes can facilitate the diagnosis and help to monitor the response to treatment. However, isolation, standardization and loading of exosomes require further refinement and optimization. Also, the immunogenic properties of exosomes are still understudied. Combining the use of exosomes for muscle regeneration with ASO loading and modification of exosomal surface proteins with muscle-specific peptides looks like a promising approach.
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